
INFUSION BENEFITS INGREDIENTS

Myers
Cocktail

★ Helps Alleviate Stress
★ Improves Immunity
★ Reduces Chronic Pain
★ Helps Reduce Fatigue
★ Restores Balance
★ Provides Hydration
★ Helps Reduce

Migraines

● Magnesium Chloride - reduces fatigue, decreases risk of migraines, improves relaxation
● Vitamin B1 - nerve signaling and energy maintenance
● Vitamin B2 - balancing testosterone and estrogen
● Vitamin B3 - balancing testosterone and estrogenVitamin B5 - adrenal hormone production, skin and muscle repair
● Vitamin B6 - clear mental functioning and energy maintenance
● Hydroxo B12 - helps treat low vitamin B12 and promotes healthy brain function, blood, cells and nerves
● Calcium Chloride - healthy bones, muscles, nerves, cells
● Ascorbic Acid - boosts immunity, protects from free radical damage, aids in iron absorption, creates collagen

Immunity

★ Protects against
infection

★ Improves healing time
★ Supports your

immune system
★ Reduces duration of

illnesses

● Ascorbic Acid - boosts immunity, protects from free radical damage, aids in iron absorption, creates collagen
● Zinc Chloride - helps reduce the duration of illnesses, prevents infection and speeds up the healing process
● Vitamin B1 - nerve signaling and energy maintenance
● Vitamin B2 - balancing testosterone and estrogen
● Vitamin B3 - Balancing testosterone and estrogen
● Vitamin B6 - clear mental functioning and energy maintenance
● Hydroxo B12 - helps treat low vitamin B12 and promotes healthy brain function, blood, cells and nerves

High Dose
Vitamin C

★ Boosts immunity
★ Promotes wound

healing and healthy
skin

★ Improves iron
absorption

★ Improves mood
★ Improves blood

pressure
★ Reduces lead toxicity
★ Healthy eyes

● Vitamin C is a potent antioxidant that is essential for life but is not produced in the body. It has cancer properties, supports
immune health and helps with chronic and autoimmune diseases.

○ 12g
○ 25g
○ 50g *labwork needed prior to admin, must see a provider*

● Infusions also contains calcium and magnesium.



NAD +

★ Anti-aging
★ Improve brain

health/function
★ Boost energy levels
★ Supports

cardiovascular health
★ Increases metabolism

● NAD+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) is an enzyme cofactor found in every cell and essential for metabolism.
○ NAD fuels mitochondrial function to produce our body's source of energy: ATP!
○ NAD levels decline as we age and with oxidative stress, chronic illness, exposure to environmental toxins, and highly

processed food diets
○ NAD is needed to repair damaged cells and DNA.
○ NAD+ infusions are linked with increased energy, healthy aging, and improved mental clarity.

■ Can slow the aging process at the cellular level

Migraine
Relief

★ Helps reduce fatigue
★ Provides hydration
★ Restores balance
★ Improves energy

maintenance
★ Decrease

pain/inflammation

● Magnesium - reduces fatigue, decreases risk of migraines, improves relaxation
● Vitamin C - is a potent antioxidant that is essential for life but is not produced in the body. It has cancer properties, supports

immune health and helps with chronic and autoimmune diseases
● Vitamin B1 - nerve signaling and energy maintenance
● Vitamin B2 - balancing testosterone and estrogen
● Vitamin B3 - Balancing testosterone and estrogen
● Vitamin B5
● Vitamin B6 - clear mental functioning and energy maintenance
● Toradol - NSAID - decreases inflammation and pain
● ** Can ADD - Zofran - antiemetic, to treat nausea

Glutathione
★ Removes toxins
★ Supports brain, lung

and liver health
★ Reduces oxidative

stress
★ Boosts immunity
★ Lowers homocysteine

levels

● Glutathione is an antioxidant made from amino acids and found in every cell. It is important for maintaining intracellular health
○ Levels diminish with age, chronic illness and poor health

*Can be administered alone, or as an add on to any infusion*

*Seek provider consultation if you have: kidney disease, liver disease, heart failure or are pregnant.


